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Dear Readers!

Our motto for 2015 is: “ME-
ANINGFUL work environments.” 
The focus is always on the person 
– as entrepreneurs, as managers, 
as employees, but also as private 
people. We are able to develop 
working worlds in which self-reali-
sation and development are 
 possible only when we perceive 
the overall picture and take it 
 seriously. 
Andreas Gnesda, Managing Director

In this edition:

We go ÖBB!
Moving into the company 
headquarters

ATGA Congress 2015
teamgnesda Award for the 

“Working World of 2015”

What do UFOs have to do 
with the office?
The successful cooperation with 
the creative people at Wideshot

… and part of it all: 
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WE ARE On OUR WAy 
TO nEW hEiGhTs! 

teamgnesda FOR MEAninGFUL 
WORk EnviROnMEnTs

New paths are made by walking them. team
gnesda accompanies your company on the 
journey to your new office. The challenges 
 during this journey have many parallels with 
mountaineering. Our task is to select the 
right peak, to lay down fixed ropes, fit climbing 
aids, to train our mountain guides and install 
summit crosses.

Creating MEAninGFUL work environments is 
at the heart of our focus in 2015. We are doing 
what we are doing because we want to effect sus-
tainable change in companies, make a contri-
bution to improve cooperation, lead companies 
to measurable success and create motivation, 
confidence and perspective for staff. 

next WOW, the “Next World of Work”, offers 
so many options. This not only refers to 
 workplace concepts and new communication 
technology, but is more about a completely 
 different approach. We create MEANINGFUL 
work environments in which managing directors, 
board members, staff and customers can
 find self-realisation in their daily work. Working 
worlds in which people maintain valuable 
relationships. 
 >

AdvEnTURE 
AhEAD–

 
 
teamgnesda gives an award for the “Working 
Worlf of the year 2015”
 
The ATGA Facility Congress considers itself  
as a booster, as a platform to push for  
development. It is a hub for communication  
and consciousness-raising.  
 
Many colleagues report from the practice or con- 
sult in the Expert Service. Specialists e.g. from 
Cobra, from trauma surgery or air traffic security 
provide input for teamwork in difficult situations.

The teamgnesda focus for the ATGA Facility 
Congress: 22. April 2015 
2.30 pm,  
Impulse MEANINGFUL work environments:
Short presentation of the nominees for “Working 
World of the Year 2015”  
Panel discussion on the topic of MEANINGFUL 
work environments with the nominees, members 
of the jury and Andreas Gnesda, teamgnesda.

from 6.00 pm  
Award ceremony of the Austrian FM Awards 2015 
in the categories of “Working World of the Year”, 
“Architect of the Year”, “Facility of the Year” and 
“FM Energy Environment Challenge”.
 
All information about registration and 
submission at: www.facilitykongress.at

23. ATGA 
Facility Congress

 
22. and 23. April 2015
 in conference centre 
Schönbrunn, Vienna



An environment which is based on a set of values and an unshakable 
commitment to the company‘s vision, targets and strategies. 
Today, we know exactly that the working world needs a paradigm shift 
which lets people discover more meaning. Those who know Why 
will no longer find the hOW to be an obstacle. MEAninGFUL work 
environments result from the company mission and strategy and 
 derive from this an internal and external behaviour and communica-
tion. These requirements are the basis for spatial, technical and 
 infrastructural implementation. The sequence is important and this 
much is clear: Culture is stronger than architecture. 

It always requires a bit of courage and curiosity to aim for new heights. 
In 2015, start your journey with us to achieve MEAninGFUL work en
vironments.

WE GO ÖBB!
nEW COMPAny hEAdqUARTERs –
teamgnesda ACCOMPAniEs ÖBB inTO ThEiR nEW hOME

The ÖBB company headquarters constructed in close proximity 
to the new Vienna Main Train Station offers, on 24 floors, a modern, 
trend setting work environment for approx. 1700 employees. 
After a Europewide  tender, -teamgnesda was commissioned in 
 autumn 2012 with the service areas of usage planning, com
munication, change management and relocation management.

Shortly after the start of the project, the ÖBB decided to integrate the 
vacating and resettlement of the Erdberger Lände location into   
the relocation project and to carry out an extensive site concentration 
of the company subsidiaries in Vienna. 

A successful journey starts with ...
In 2009 and 2010, a modern and trendsetting office policy was deve-
loped together with the ÖBB-Immobilien Gmbh, which was then 
also used for the interior design tender in 2012. This office policy out-
lined the framework conditions for the usage planning of six ÖBB 
group companies with approx. 1,700 staff.

The revision of the office policy, in comparison with earlier ÖBB office 
space environments, was the focus right from the start on staff com-
munication and change management. In addition to a change lounge, 
which was recreated in the office space with all design elements, so-
called weekly »site surgeries« took place over a period of 19 months at 

the five most important old office locations. Staff were able to get 
information on all the topics for the new company headquarters. 
CnpView (the information and communication platform by 
teamgnesda) complemented the personal and direct communication. 

Several committees ensured continuous, purposeful and efficient 
 project communication. Every group company nominated “user 
 representatives” for the entire project progression who looked after
 the content and user specific requirements. 
The “ambassadors” took care of the information flow to the staff, who 
were informed about project progress in special events. Finally, 
 “department coordinators” were used to prepare the move under the 
guidance of the project management.

… arriving!
As of summer 2013, the project focus was on relocation management 
and preparation. A European-wide tender was published for the 
 relocation services which was won by Fuchs in May 2014.

The complexity of the upcoming task (8 ÖBB group companies, 
18 source locations, 4 target locations, 2,700 staff) and the very tight 
 schedule due to the many influencing factors were a huge challenge 
during the planning process. The sequence was finally planned as 
moves on 10 successive weekends. The teamgnesda web platform 
CnpView was once again irreplaceable for the preparation and imple-
mentation of the successful move. In addition to providing information 
of all relevant relocation dates, the staff also benefited from a com-
fortable function of label printing and (after the move) from the effici-
ent fault management. 

The final support and attendance of the recycling and de-cluttering ac-
tivities of the relocation company had the intention that the many 
good and usable pieces of old furniture would not need to go to land-
fill, but could be found a new home. 

02 MEANINGFUL work ENvIroNMENts

Marko Rostek, MSc
Project Management
M: +43  664  9671878
rostek@teamgnesda.com
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Examples for MEAninGFUL work environments Mondi



:

What was the role of the different committees for the smooth flow 
of the relocation project? 

di (Fh) Laura Feusch: The findings from nearly two years of staff 
 consultations at the source locations and the impressively low rate of 
fault messages around the move clearly show: Continuity and personal, 
direct communication cannot be replaced by anything. Regular 
 meetings with the department coordinators and user representatives 
and an appropriate processing were important to deliver the in-
formation personally to colleagues.    

The new office policy was also clearly felt when planning the offices. 
How will it change the communication within the company?.

di (Fh) Laura Feusch: The biggest difference of the new office space 
concept in comparison to the previous situation was that we finally 
have enough space for informal but also formal communication for 
staff and they were also designed individually. We have a new work en-
vironment in the company headquarters which provides almost as 
much space to communicate as it does for focussed work. This natu-
rally reflects the way we work today and our requirements. It also offers 
a wide range of options which are discovered and used by the staff.  It 
does take time to change familiar work processes and ways to commu-
nicate and to accept and use the new situation.

Fakten und Daten:

Client:  ÖBB 
Project:  ÖBB Company Headquarters
Project duration:  Oct. 2012 to Dec. 2014
Service areas:  Usage planning
  Communication and change management
 Relocation management incl. office cleaning
 
Project data  

Overall project:  Employees: 2,700
Company Headquarters: Employees:  approx. 1,700
Office space:  approx 29,000 m² 

What was the biggest challenge for you during this mega project and 
how did teamgnesda support you?

the biggest challenge was without a doubt the duration of the 
entire move. we started at the end of August to furnish the entire 
building with new furniture and media technology. the planning 
during that time period was exciting, but the results were even better 
and have made us proud; all pieces of furniture and subsequently 
member of staff arrived at the right place.  there was no time to take 
a breath during the preparation and moving into the floors. we 
 constantly had to complete our tasks in the same quality whilst at the 
same time removing faults and making adjustments. this was often 
tiring and nerve-wracking. suring the move, we found it particu- 
larly important to have an experienced partner at our side, to master 
the relevant challenges in a dialogue and mutual exchange and 
to be able to rely on the other party 100%.

03 ÖBB

di (Fh) LAURA FEUsCh, TEAM MAnGER 
SpACE MANAGEMENT ÖBB-IMMOBILIEN
MANAGEMENT GMBh IN CONVERSATION:
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AND ThE 
WinnER is …

04 ATGA COnGREss

... And This is WhERE yOUR nAME COULd BE iF yOU 
BELiEvE ThAT yOUR OFFiCE, yOUR COMPAny 
sTAnds FOR A MEAninGFUL WORk EnviROnMEnT.

We at teamgensda have decided to introduce something new at the 
annual Facility Management – ATGA Congress (www.facilitykon-
gress.at). With the award for “work environment of the Year 2015”, it
is our desire to recognise those companies who perceive and take 
the core value of entrepreneurship seriously and who have committed 
to a MEAninGFUL work environment. Only the interaction of 
entre preneurial vision, mission, culture and the suitable implemen-
tation of those aspects within the property's work environment
leads to a MEAninGFUL work environment. It's a place which 
demonstrates the staff the company's appreciation and gives them the 
chance for self-realisation thanks to a high degree of socialisation. 
A MEAninGFUL work environment is a place: 

— Where the person is taken seriously and can develop
— A place where you can meet your colleagues and have chat 
— A place where you can exchange about joint projects
— A place where everyone likes to be and loves to do their work. 

do you already have such a MEAninGFUL work environment? 
Or are you still looking for it? Either way, let me congratulate 
you now. You are already a winner because you have recognised the 
unbelievable potential that resides within your staff, potential that 
can develop when you create the suitable framework conditions. If you 
are still searching, then let me congratulate you: you have started
the journey to find a MEAninGFUL work environment! We are hap-
py to help you on this journey. have you already got a MEAninGFUL 
work environment and would like to share your experience with other 
companies? I would like to invite you to enter for the award for “work 
environment in the Year 2015” 

At www.facilitykongress.at you can find all the information and also 
access for registration and submission. We would be pleased to honour 
your company with the award “Working World of the Year 2015”  du-
ring this year's ATGA congress on the 22nd/23rd April 2015.

Ing. Mag. Peter Müllner
Accountmanagement – 
Management Consultancy
M: +43 664 96 71 861 
 muellner@teamgnesda.com© 
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Client:  

Project:  The Landesgericht salzburg is completely renovated 
and is set to become Austria's most modern, oldest law court with 
much more openness. in June 2015, the existing, listed building 
will emptied as a first step, to then be fully renovated. 

teamgnesda designs, plans and coordinates the move of 
all employees, archives, court room etc. and moves approx. 
300 staff with all their furniture. Furthermore, the archive 
areas with around 10,000 seq. m. of files are also moved.

BoArdinG PASS

approx. 10,000 seq. m. About 300 employees

Archive area: Passengers:

Landgericht (district Court) 
Salzburg



WidEshOT dEsiGn GMBh

When you enter the Wideshot studio, something becomes immedia-
tely apparent: Things are on the move here. You see blueprints, 
furniture design and graphic designs on the screens and almost every 
table is covered in material samples, colour charts and functional 
models. Facade hooks and sheet metal profiles, fabrics and furniture 
catalogues. No doubt – this lively bunch of architects and designers 
create a new environment in which people will feel happy, spaces 
which will be enjoyed and which will be experienced with all the sen-
ses. projects such as offices, hotels, restaurants and exclusive apart-
ment buildings can be seen.

however, a longer glance shows much more – at some workstations 
spaceships are being built and large pictures hang on the wall 
which remind us of movies and computer games. “Creative thinking 
does not make a distinction between an office and a spaceship. 
Thinking creatively means to leave convention behind and to develop 
new solutions.” says Oliver Bertram, Managing Director of Wideshot 
Design. he founded Wideshot Design, which is located in the Vienna's 
first district, together with his partner, Johannes Mücke. “Creativity 
for us has a lot to do with developing different design solutions. We call 
it scenarios. We try to think further in different versions and this 
allows us to give our clients more clarity about results and processes 
and to integrate them better. For us, every future starts as a scenario.”

Wideshot operates worldwide and has a broadrange of longterm 
 partner. The first cooperation with teamgnesda was in 2006 and since 
then the relationship has blossomed. Wideshot, with its 20 staff 
 consisting of designers, architects, graphic designers and illustrators, 
is a strong partner for design and architecture with the greatest 
 expertise and longstanding experience in corporate and office design.

EvERy FUTURE sTARTs
AS A SCENARIO

05 WhAT dO UFOs hAvE TO dO WiTh -OFFiCE?

Oliver Bertram Architekt, 
Dipl. Arch. ETH
Managing Director
Certified technical expert

Wideshot design Gmbh
Singerstrasse 8, A-1010 Wien
Tel. +43 699 19 3939 19
oliver.bertram@wideshot.at
www.wideshot.at

Ing. Mag. Peter Müllner
Accountmanagement – 
Management Consultancy
M: +43 664 96 71 861 
 muellner@teamgnesda.com ©
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inTernATionAL

TeAmGneSdA iSTAnBuL 
SuPPorTS dAimLer  

(merCedeS Benz Türk) 

As part of the consolidation of different sup-
port departments of Daimler in Istanbul/
Hosdere, teamgnesda Istanbul has suppor-
ted both the move as well as the commissio-
ning/handover strategically, and with the 
help of the project platform CnPview. 
  In this first step about 300 staff were mo-
ved. The modules workstation allocation was 
used - labelling and ticketing from the “My 
move Manager” package, an teamgnesda 
proprietary development which supports the 
overall process. For the first time in use in 
Istanbul was also a mobile application which 
allowed easy documentation of faults during 
the handover. 
  Daimler has been represented by two lar-
ge locations in Turkey since 1967, the focus is 
on the production of coaches (Hosdere, ap-
prox. 4,400 staff) and commercial vehicles 
(Aksaray, approx. 1,700 staff).

ToBiAS hAFeLe



… teamgnesda IS EVERYWhERE!
“EnTREPREnEURshiP, BECOME ThE hisTORiAn 
OF ThE FUTURE” AndREAs GnEsdA AT TEdX sALzBURG

TED and TEDx are, as a lecture series, an unbelievable asset for 
interested parties and those who want to get things moving. 
On YouTube, you can find a large number of fantastic and inspiring 
key note speeches from impressive personalities recorded during 
TED or local TEDx events. I was therefore delighted to be invited to 
the TEDx conference in Salzburg. My topic: “Entrepreneurship – 
become the historian of the future”. An entrepreneur has to have an 
image of the future and anticipate developments, shortages and 
 requirements. Find out in this clip what you have in common with a 
skiing tour-https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pfgudZsB03M. We 
hope you enjoy the video and look forward to your feedback. 

GETTinG TO knOW EACh OThER – 
PLAy WiTh Us ....

The Eigenland® method is our secret analysis weapon. In the shortest 
time possible by intuitively answering work hypothesis could lead 
to a conversation is started which creates clarity for all participants and 
creates new realisations. This workshop is always the start for our 
next WoW– projects (Next World of Work), which allows us to get to 
know our customers and to be able to determine an excellent 
project strategy.   Are you interested to get to know the method in 
an evening event– without obligation? Let us know! 

Andreas Gnesda
Managing Director 
teamgnesda
M: +43 664 964 6976 
gnesda@teamgnesda.com 

Stefanie Scheibenecker, MA
Management Consultancy
M: + 43 664 9671871
scheibenecker@teamgnesda.com

06 teamgnesda is EvERyWhERE!



ART in ThE OFFiCE –
OFFiCE in ThE ART?

For a long time, we have searched for a way to document our projects 
artistically. The pictures by photographer Christiane Seuhs-Schoeller 
tell a fascinating story.  It is the many small details which show us 
 living values: a successful project and intensive and inspiring coopera-
tion.  This documentation is a Thank You by teamgnesda to Kapsch 
CarrierCom with the best wishes that the journey to MEAninGFUL 
work environment will be continued successfully.

AWARdEd 
MOvE

With the “pma project excellence award 2014” the assessors and jury 
of the pma awards honoured the successful project team at the 
 Wirtschaftsuniversität Wien for its move and furnishing of the new 
WU campus. 

The project manager Julia Reisenbichler for WU and Tobias hafele 
and Johanna Dorfer for teamgnesda were proud to receive the award. 

Christiane Seuhs-Schoeller 
Image of Presence
cs@imageofpresence.com
www.imageofpresence.com

Dipl. Ing. (FH) Tobias Hafele
Managing Director teamgnesda
M: +43 664 964 69 71
hafele@teamgnesda.com
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Gnesda real Estate & Consulting GmbH
A-1060 wien
Lehargasse 11

t +43 1 486 70 70 
F +43 1 486 70 70 - 70
office@teamgnesda.com
www.teamgnesda.com

8 sEMINAr

SINN:VOLLE 
ARBEiTsWELT

einLAdunG
zum 

Management seminar
12. September 2013

invitation
to

management Seminar
15. April 2015

Oliver Bertram Architekt, Dipl. Arch. ETH, 
Managing Director
Certified technical expert

Wideshot design Gmbh
Singerstrasse 8, A-1010 Wien
oliver.bertram@wideshot.at

teamgnesda hAs GivEn ThE yEAR 2015 ThE TiTLE 
“MEAninGFUL WORk EnviROnMEnTs” And WE WOULd 
LikE TO shARE ThEsE AsPECTs WiTh yOU in This 
sEMinAR - ThE PERsOn is ThE FOCUs.

No one can predict the future– our world has become too complex 
for that, but we can observe trends and to create the “Today” flexibly, 
to allow space for the changes of “Tomorrow”.  

This seminar is all about the topic MEAninGFUL work environ
ments.  Join us and benefit from the experience of our lecturers. 
Maybe you find examples which will fit in your work environment 
to create a pleasant and motivating workplace. 

The management seminar is split into four topics: 

— At the beginning, we explain what a MEAninGFUL work 
 environment means and why companies ask themselves more 
 and more frequently what the company can do to increase 
 staff motivation. 
— The space encourages and challenges! Therefore, MEAninGFUL  
 design is decisive on how the space works. 
— Our suggestion on how to design this process is set forth.
— The seminar is concluded with best practice examples of 
 MEAninGFUL support measures of the work environment.

Lecturer:
Oliver Bertram 
And from teamgnesda: 
Stefanie Scheibenecker, Andreas Gnesda

Program:
up to 09:00 am  
Arrival of participants, welcome tea and coffee
 
09:00 to 10:30 
MEANINGFUL work environment and why? 
What are the triggers for change?  
What are the effects on the work environment?
 
10:30 am to 11:00 am 
 Coffee/tea break and snack

11:00 to 12:30
MEANINGFUL design
What are the most important aspects for the development 
 of an interior design concept?
 
12:30 pm to 1:30 pm 
lunch

1:30 pm to 3:00 pm
How is a MEANINGFUL work environment created? What do we 
have to pay attention to? 
What do we have to pay attention to? 
Which part projects are absolutely necessary to achieve staff 
acceptance?
 
3:00 pm to 3:30 pm 
Coffee break with original Sacher Tarte and whipped cream 

3:00 pm to 5:00 pm 
Best Practice examples from MEANINGFUL support measures from 
the work place 

Date: 15 April 2015
 
Location: Hotel  Sacher Wien, 1010 Wien, Philharmoniker Strasse 4

We charge a fee of EUR 179 plus 20% VAT The fee includes seminar materials, 

lunch and break refreshments as well as room rental.

Registration:  managementseminar@teamgnesda.com
 For questions, please contact: Ms Klaudia Csar,
 csar@teamgnesda.com, 
 Tel: 01 486 70 70 – 10
 Attention: limited space


